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The thermal structure of the equatorial topside ionosphere is theoretically investigated to
explain the experimentally observed features, viz. (i) isothermal region in the 400-500km range,
(if) close coupling of electron and ion temperatures, and (iii) lower temperatures compared to
mid-latitudes. The main reasons for these features seem to be the larger electron densities in
the 400-500km range and the absence of protonospheric heat flux flowing into the topside iono
sphere. The theoretical profiles, calculated on the above basis, are found to be in good agree
ment with the experimentally observed profiles in the 400-1000 km re~ion.

Introduction

THE experimental observations on the day-timeelectron and ion temperature (Te, T.) distri
butions in the topside iono!:>p:rere sho"

different features in the equatorial and mid-latitudes.
The equatorial profiles ale available from the
Thomson back-scatter radar observation!:> made at
Jicamarcal-a and the mid-latitude profiles are avail
able horn similar observations over Alecib04, 5t
5antin5 and Millstone Hill6 and from rocket obser
vations over Wallops 11:>land7• The major differ
ences observed in the variation of T. and Te in the
topside ionosphere bet\\een iOO and 1000 km region
for low solar activity conditions are as follows:

1. At 400 km altitude over the equator the Te
and T. are very close to the neutral tempera
ture (Tn), which is about 900 K, \\hereas at
mid-latitudes Te is greater, being about 2000
K and T' is near to 1000 K.

2. The height variation of Te over the eqlJator
sho\\s an isothermal region up to about 500
km ard then Te rises" ith height and reaches
about 2000 Kat 1000 km, "hreao, at mid-lati
tudes Te is continuomly rising above iOO km
and reaches about 3000 K at lOGO km.

3. The Ti values in the entire height rarge iCO
1000 km are almost same as 1~at equator,
\\hereas at mid-latitudes Ti is nearer to Tn at
400 km and increases with hEight and becomes
closer to Te at 1000 km.

In this study, we have attempted to find out the
causes responsible for these differences and then
estimated theoretically the temperature profiles
and compared them "ith the experimental obser
vations.

Theory and Method of Investigation

The temperature distribution in the topside iono
sphere is determined by heat input due to photo
electron heating, peat loss due to collisions with ions
and neutrals, and heat loss due to conduction. The
steady state energy balance equation for electrons

*Paper presented to the Physics Section of the 59th
Session of the Indian Science Congress, held at Calcutta in
February 1972.

may be written as

d ( dTe)- ds Ke([S = Q-Le ... (1)

where Ke is the thermal conductivity of electrons.
given by 7·7 X 105 T:/2 eV cm-l sec-l deg-r, Q is the
rate of heat input to electrons, Le is the rate of heat
lo!:>sof electrons and s is the distance along the geo
magnetic field line.

We find that the heat input as calculated from
the observed photoelectron fluxes and ambient
electron densities is not very different between the
equator and mid-latitudes, to a first approximation.
These values are similar to those given by Nagy 8t
at.8• The heat loss rates will, however, be very dif
ferent for two reasons. Firstly, the electron
densities, which control the collisional loss rate, are
larger in the equatorial region compared to mid
latitudes. Secondly, the protonospheric heat flux,
which has great influence on the temperature dis
tribution in the mid-latitudes (Evans and MantasD,
RaolO) is absent in the equatorial region since the
geomagnetic field lines do not extend beyond about
1000 km. These two factors are taken into
account in theoretically estimating the tempera
ture profiles in the equatorial region. It may be
pointed out that it is essential to solve the above
equation [Eq. (1)] along the geomagnetic tield line,
since in the equatorial region the geomagnetic field
line curvature is more in the altitudes of our interest.

The collisional heat loss occurs due to collisions
with various neutral particles (Len) and ions (Le.).
At heights above 400 lan, Lei predominates over
Len. The ion temperature may be obtained by
equating heat gained by ions from collisions with
the electrons (Lei) to the heat lost by collisions with
the neutrals (Lin) , since the thermal conduction of
ions is relatively small. The functional forms an.d
the coefficients are taken from Banksll and were
given in our earlier work (RaolO).

The procedure adopted to solve the heat conduc
tion equation is somewhat similar to the one em·
ployed by Evans and Manta~Dand is a slightly
modified version of the one used earlier (RaolO). As
in our earlier work, this equation i5so1ved numeri
cally by the Runge-Kutta method. As the equaion
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Fig. 3 - Theoretical Te profiles along the two equatorial
field lines, L =1·16 and L =1·1 [The height variations along

these field lines are also shown (lower figure)]
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Fig. 2 - Comparison of the theoretical Te and Ti profiles
for equatorial and mid-latitude regions [The protonospheric
heat flux flowing into the topside ionosphere at 1000 km is
taken to be zero for equatorial profile and 4 x 10· eV em-'

sec-! for mid-latitude profile]
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described in the earlier section. In Fig. 2, the

calculated temperature profiles for L = 1·16 are
shown and compared with mid-latitude profiles as
given in our earlier work (RaoIO), for L = 1'5 (300

mag. lat.). The equatorial profile shows that
(i) there is very close coupling between Te and Ti
thoughout the altitude range, (ii) at 400 km they
are almost same as Tn' and (iii) at 1000 kIn (over the
equator) they reacp a value of about 1800 K. Com
pared to the above features the mid-latitude tempe
rature profiles are very different, being larger both
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is a second order differential equation, it needs
t\\'o boundary conditions to get the exact solution.
The upper boundary condition is that the heat flux
flowing down the field line at the equator, i.e. at the
apex of the field line, is zero. The lowel boundary
condition may be set by choosing the proper value
of Te as determined by local heat balance between
Q and Lei since the conduction flux at this height
is negligible a:, the experimentally observed tempe
rature gradient is small (McClure2). For calcu
lating the loss terms we need both ion and neutral
densities. The neutral densities are taken from
Jacchia12 model atmosphere corresponding to exo
spheric tempetature of 900 K which represents the
day-time minimum solar activity condition. The
ion densities along the geomagnetic field lines have
to be constructed from various measurements.
Some ionospheric composition profile data are avail
able over Jicamarca1 (10 mag. lat.) and Arecibo13
(300 mag. lat.). Using these data we have inter
polated the percentages of 0+, H.e+ and le ion den
sities to get them over the intermediate latitudes.
Further, the average electron density contours ob
served with Alouette-I over the equator (Chan and
Colinl4) are used to obtain the electron density pro·
.files along different magnetic field lines in the equa
torial region. Combining them ""ith the composi
tion percentage data, vve can get the ion density
profiles along the geomagnetic field lines. One such
proflle obtained along the field line, L = 1,16, which
starts at 400 lml at 170 mag. lat. and reaches 1020
km over the equator, is shown in Fig. 1. Similarly
the ion density profiles are constructed for various
field lines decreasing in L value from 1·16 to 1·08
which reach the altitudes of 1020 km to 510 km
over the equator. These ion densities are then used
to solve the heat conduction equation.
Results and Discussion

The Te and Ti variations along the different equa
torial field lines are calculated by the method

Fig. 1 - Electron and ion densities along the geomagnetic
field line, L=1·16, as deduced from the latitudinal variations
of average day-time electron densities for December solstice
1962-63, with Aloutte-I [Ion composition information from

Jicamarca and Arecibo are also utilized]
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Te profile is drawn and is shown in Fig.~. For
comparison one of the observed midday profiles over
Jicamarca1 is also shown. The theoretical profile
shows all the features of the experimentally
observed profile. The altitude variation is very
little in th~ 400-500 kIn range and also in the 750~
1000 km range, and large in between 500 and 750 kIll
both in the theoretical and observed profiles. The
lower value of 850 Kat 400 Ian in the observed
profile indicates that the neutral temperature is
lower than that value at the time of observation.
It is possible to get closer agreement by using a
model atmosphere with exospheric temperatme of
850 or 800 K.

The agreement between the theoretical and ex
perimental profiles indicates that the two basic
causes listed in the previous section are mainly res
ponsible for the special type of thermal behaviour
in the equatorial topside ionosphere.
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Fig. 4 - Comparison of the theoretically evaluated height
distribution of Te over the equator with the experimentally
observed distribution over Jicamarca on 2nd April 1966 at

1147 LT

at 400 and 1000 Ian altitudes with varying differ
ences' between Te and T. values.

To get a vertical profile of temperature over tte
equator we have calculated temperatures along
different field lines over the equator. In Fig. 3, we
have shown examples along two field linEs, L = 1·16
and L- 1·1. Since T. is very d05e to Te in this
region, T. variation is not sbown separately. The
altitude variation:;. of the:;.efield lines are also shown
in the same figure. From such profiles the vertical
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